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Case Study
Introduction

Analysis Details

Leeways produces plastic containers for food production, all the skeletal waste that is
left over in the making of the containers is granulated to be reprocessed. This is also a
space saving exercise to reduce the size of the excess plastic reels, this space reduction
has a price tag in machine operating time. The integra units reduce the running cost as
well as switching the granulators off after a period of inactivity.

Type of Machine:

Granulator

Manufacturer:

Zerma

Motor Size:

90kW

Motor Energy Rating:

IE2

The Feeding conveyor and Blower are also switched off to save energy, the conveyor
being off also prevents the granulator from being fed accidentally whilst the granulator
motor is in standby. The Granulator, Blower and Conveyor belt are then automatically

Operating Hours:

24/5

Type of Material:

PET

Sequence of events in achieve these savings;
-

Installed a 90kw Integra unit.

-

The Integra saves energy through the loading cycle and when Idle.

-

The Integra unit fully granulates the product and waits.

-

The Integra then monitors for a long period of off load and switches
the Granulator off.

-

The conveyor belt and blower are then also switched off.

-

The Integra unit then waits for the proximity sensor to detect presents
of material.

-

The main motor and Blower are automatically re-started and when up
to speed the conveyor is restarted.

-

The process starts once again.

-

Motors are inherently unintelligent, Installing this technology, saves a
lot of money.

Key Benefits

Soft Start
Integra Softstarts the granulator,
reducing mechanical wear and tear +
reduces peak demand.

Energy Saving
Through the Loading cycle, the Integra
unit will reduce the energy consumed by
the granulator.

Sensor Installed
Auto Switch Off
When the granulator is left running
waiting for more product, the Integra
unit will automatically detect for this and
switch the granulator off.

6

MONTHS

ROI
Return On Investment 6 Months.

75%
PLUS
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Sensor Installed

Savings
Savings Gained.

Energy Analysis
Leeways - Multigraphic

Leeways - Complete STD (Current Triphasic ~)

Leeways - Multigraphic

Energy Analysis
Off Load Sequence and Savings
Before

After

Savings with Integra
Current: Triphasic (A)

30%

Power: Triphasic + (kW)

25%

Power L: Triphasic (kvar)

50%
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Total Energy Saving Effect
The processing of the Skeletal waste:
-

The waste is brought from the factory and stored in large metal containers.

-

Every few hours an operator performs the granulation process.

-

This involves lifting the rolls of skeletal waste out the storage containers onto a conveyor belt.

-

Once the granulation process has been complete the operator walks away and goes onto
another task.

-

The granulation process can take an hour and then the motor can be left for hours waiting for
more waste to pile up.

-

The integra then monitors for this and switches the motor off.

The effect of the integra in this process taking a logical and conservative view.
If we say that the motor is switch off for 3 hours in between granulating sessions, through a 24h period
this would equate to 18h in a 24 hour period.
If we say that the motor is switch off for 2 hours in between granulating sessions, through a 24h period
this would equate to 16h in a 24 hour period.
Simply taking 10 hours in a 24h period, without considering the energy saving when the process is
running, gives an ROI of 6 months for this customer.

Benefits
Integra integrates fully with its
surroundings and can even switch
your motors off automatically when
they are not being used, or use
stored energy in certain applications
(such as flywheel mechanisms) to
reduce your electricity consumption
even further.
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